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Abstract—The project entitled “ 

Tamilvalipadusevai”  will be developed for 

managing tamilvalipadu and velvi booking through 

online. ThirumuraiThirumanam(Thirumurai 

Marriage PuthumanaiPukuthal[house warming 

function] are  will be   doing in our home through 

devaram and Thiruvasagam the presence of the 

Almighty (Ammai-Appar) and under His blessings 

through Velvi, the sacrifice and KalasamsThe 

website will be developed with modules like 

Thirumuraithirumanam, Tamil valipadu and other 

tamil rituals.Through the proposed website, one can 

easily find people who perform special velvi and 

tamil ritual material across Coimbatore district. The 

website is also developed to bring out pooja flowers 

and pooja products and offer it to the people who 

are craving for it from different parts of the heritage 

and culturally rich sources.  
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I INTRODUCTION: 

The Online tamilvelvi system is basically 

computer reservation system. It is used to book 

poosai with great ease. In this system user can 

book a sivanadiyarfor thirumuraithirumanam and 

thirumurai house warming function  and also it 

provide near by location for poosai of the user 

specified location. Once sivanadiyar is booked 

the user will get regular alert e-mail messages 

until the event occur so heis aware of the event. 

In this project we have proposed one application 

which will be used to perform devotionalwork. It 

is a traditional tedious trial and error method. 

Now is the time to perform devotional work in a 

smart way. A web application is used for this 

purpose. All the Data is stored at central location 

i.e. Database. 

PaniruThirumurai (Tamil):திருமுறை, 

meaning holy division) is a twelve volume 

compendium of songs or hymns in praise 

of Shiva in the Tamil language from the 6th to 

the 11th century by various poets in South India. 

NambiAndarNambi compiled the first seven 

volumesby Appar, Sampandhar and Sundarar as 
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Tevaram during the 12th century. During the 

course of time, a strong necessity was felt by 

scholars to compile Saiva literature to 

accommodate other 

worksTiruvacakam and Tirukovayar by Manicka

vasagar are included as the eighth, nine parts are 

compiled as the ninth Tirumurai out of which 

most are unknown, and the tenth 

as Tirumandiram by Tirumular, the 

famous Siddhar.
[1]

 The eleventh is compiled 

by KaraikalAmmaiyar,CheramanPerumal and 

others. The contemporary Chola king was 

impressed by the work of Nampi and included 

Nampi's work in the 

eleventh Tirumurai. Sekkizhar's PeriyaPuranam, 

composed a century later, contains the life 

depiction of all the 63 Nayanmars. The response 

for the work was so tremendous among Saiva 

scholars and KulothungaChola II that it was 

included as the 

12th Tirumurai.Tirumurai alongwith Vedas and 

Saiva agamas form the basis of Saiva 

Siddantha philosophy in Tamil Nadu 

 

II EXISTING SYSTEM 

Pooja is an act of displaying veneration to god 

through invocations and numerous rituals. a very 

important side of pooja is to create a religous 

relationship with the spiritual being. poojas 

facilitate individuals to in positivism, improve 

confidence and attract wealth and prosperity. 

Poojas are performed for seeking divine 

grace and blessings of assorted gods and goddesses 

or to attain specific objectives. Varied poojas are 

conducted for varied functions like for getting 

peace, healthiness, gaining material abundance and 

religious prosperity. Poojas are  also are very 

helpful to block negativity. Poojas are powerful and 

effective observe in one’s religious journey on the 

way to enlightenment. poojas holds utmost 

significance and therefore additionally to general 

poojas, special online pooja are performed 

throughout numerous occasions and events.Poojas 

can be done through booking the people directly. 

 

LITERATURE SURVEY 

The Online tamilvelvi system is basically computer 

reservation system. It is used towithgreat ease. In 

this system user can book asivanadiyaar for any 

occasion and also it provide nearby location for 

sivanadiyaar of theuser specified location. Once 

Purohit is booked the user will get regular alert e-

mail messages until the event occur sohe is aware of 

the event. In this project we have proposed one 

application which will be used to perform 

devotionalwork. It is a traditional tedious trial and 

error method. Now is the time to perform 

devotional work in a smart way. Aweb application 
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is used for this purpose. All the Data is stored at 

central location i.e. Database 

 

Velvipandit module maintains details of the 

velvipandit and flowers. When a velvipandit 

registers newly, automatically mail will be sent to 

the velvipandit on account creation. When an 

important activity is done like changing password, 

system will send those details through mail to 

mobile for verification and security purpose 

. 

 

IV PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 

An Online tamilvelvi system maintains the 

database centrally giving the client about the 

information required from anywhere in the world 

when even required. When the user specific their 

location the purohits in and around the location 

can be displayed, so it is easy for them to book 

the purohits. It updates itself once a purohit is 

booked and also provides alert messages to the 

users as soon as they book a sivanadiyaar. The 

system is used for manaigntamil rituals and the 

people who provide tamil rituals. Customers can 

register to the site and easily search for tamil 

ritual people anywhere to perform tamil rituals 

 

 

 

V CONCLUSION 

  The tamil valipadusevai is basically computer 

reservation system. It is based to book through 

online for your home function in tamil, where as 

using the Panniru Thirumurai as doing sivanadiyar 

and full of our tamil traditional. Where doing 

Thirumurai Thirumanam (weddings) Puthumanai 

Pukuthal vila(House warming function)  
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